We study online scheduling problems on a single processor that can be viewed as extensions of the well-studied problem of minimizing total weighted flow time. In particular, we provide a framework of analysis that is derived by duality properties, does not rely on potential functions and is applicable to a variety of scheduling problems. A key ingredient in our approach is bypassing the need for "black-box" rounding of fractional solutions, which yields improved competitive ratios. We begin with an interpretation of Highest-Density-First (HDF) as a primal-dual algorithm, and a corresponding proof that HDF is optimal for total fractional weighted flow time (and thus scalable for the integral objective). Building upon the salient ideas of the proof, we show how to apply and extend this analysis to the more general problem of minimizing j w j g(F j ), where w j is the job weight, F j is the flow time and g is a non-decreasing cost function. Among other results, we present improved competitive ratios for the setting in which g is a concave function, and the setting of same-density jobs but general cost functions. We further apply our framework of analysis to online weighted completion time with general cost functions as well as scheduling under polyhedral constraints.
Introduction
We consider online scheduling problems in which a set of jobs J arriving over time must be executed on a single processor. In particular, each job j ∈ J is characterized by its processing time p j > 0 and its weight w j > 0, which become known after its release time r j ≥ 0. The density of j is δ j = w j / p j , whereas, given a schedule, its completion time, C j , is defined as the first time t ≥ r j such that p j units of j have been processed. The flow time of j is then defined as F j = C j − r j , and represents the time elapsed after the release of job j and up to its completion. A natural optimization objective is to design schedules that minimize the total weighted flow time, namely the sum j∈J w j F j of all processed jobs. A related objective is to minimize the weighted sum of completion times, as given by the expression j∈J w j C j . We assume that preemption of jobs is allowed, i.e., the jobs can be interrupted and be resumed at a later point without any penalty.
Im et al. [18] studied a generalization of the total weighted flow time problem, in which jobs may incur non-linear contributions to the objective. More formally, they defined the Generalized Flow Time Problem (GFP) in which the objective is to minimize the sum j∈J w j g(F j ), where g : R + → R + is a given non-decreasing cost function with g(0) = 0. This extension captures many interesting and natural variants of flow time with real-life applications. Moreover, it is an appropriate formulation of the setting in which we aim to simultaneously optimize several objectives. We define the Generalized Completion Time Problem (GCP) along the same lines, with the only difference being the objective function, which equals to j∈J w j g(C j ).
A further generalization of the above problems, introduced in [5] , associates each job j with a non-decreasing cost function g j : R + → R + and g j (0) = 0; in the JobDependent Generalized Flow Time Problem (JDGFP), the objective is to minimize the sum j∈J w j g j (F j ). This problem formulation is quite powerful, and captures many natural scheduling objectives such as weighted tardiness. No competitive algorithms are known in the online setting; approximation algorithms are studied in [5, 14] .
Very recently, Im et al. [15] introduced and studied a general scheduling problem called Packing Scheduling Problem (PSP). Here, at any time t, the scheduler may assign rates {x j (t)} to each job j ∈ J . In addition, we are given a matrix B of non-negative entries. The goal is to minimize the total weighted flow time subject to packing constraints {Bx ≤ 1, x ≥ 0}. This formulates applications in which each job j is associated with a resource-demand vector b j = (b 1 j , b 2 j , . . . , b M j ) so that it requires an amount b i j of the ith resource.
In this paper, we present a general framework based on LP-duality principles, for online scheduling with generalized flow time objectives. Since no online algorithm even for total weighted flow time is constant competitive [3] , we study the effect of resource augmentation, introduced by Kalyanasundaram and Pruhs [20] . More precisely, given some optimization objective (e.g. total flow time), an algorithm is said to be α-speed β-competitive if it is β-competitive with respect to an offline optimal scheduling algorithm of speed 1/α (here α ≥ 1).
Related work
It is well-known that the algorithm Shortest Remaining Processing Time (SRPT) is optimal for online total (unweighted) flow time. Becchetti et al. [6] showed that the natural algorithm Highest-Density-First (HDF) is (1 + )-speed 1+ -competitive for total weighted flow time. At each time, HDF processes the job of highest density.
Concerning the online GFP, Im et al. [18] showed that HDF is (2 + )-speed O( 1 )-competitive algorithm for general non decreasing functions g. On the negative side, they showed that no oblivious algorithm is O(1)-competitive with speed augmentation 2 − , for any > 0 (an oblivious algorithm does not know the function g). In the case in which g is a twice-differentiable, concave function, they showed that the algorithm Weighted Late Arrival Processor Sharing (WLAPS) is (1+ )-speed O( 1 2 )-competitive. For equal-density jobs and general cost functions [18] prove that FIFO is (1 + )-speed 4 2 -competitive. Fox et al. [10] studied the problem of convex cost functions in the non-clairvoyant variant providing a (2 + )-speed O( 1 )-competitive algorithm; in this variant, the scheduler learns the processing time of a job only when the job is completed (see for example [8, 9, 11, 12, 20, 21] ). Bansal and Pruhs [4] considered a special class of convex functions, namely the weighted k norms of flow time, with 1 < k < ∞, and they showed that HDF is (1 + )-speed O(
Moreover, they showed how to transform this result in order to obtain an 1-speed O(1)-competitive algorithm for the weighted k norms of completion time.
Most of the above works rely to techniques based on amortized analysis (see also [17] for a survey). More recently, techniques based on LP duality have been applied in the context of online scheduling for generalized flow time problems. Gupta et al. [13] gave a primal-dual algorithm for a class of non-linear load balancing problems. Devanur and Huang [7] used a duality approach for the problem of minimizing the sum of energy and weighted flow time on unrelated machines. Of particular relevance to our paper is the work of Antoniadis et al. [2] , which gives an optimal offline energy and fractional weighted flow trade-off schedule for a speed-scalable processor with discrete speeds, and uses an approach based on primal-dual properties (similar geometric interpretations arise in the context of our work, in the online setting). Anand et al. [1] were the first to propose an approach to online scheduling by linear/convex programming and dual fitting. Nguyen [22] presented a framework based on Lagrangian duality for online scheduling problems beyond linear and convex programming. The framework is applied to several problems related to flow time such as energy plus flow time, p -norm of flow time. Im et al. [15] applied dual fitting in the context of PSP. For the weighted flow time objective, they gave a non-clairvoyant algorithm that is O(log n)-speed O(log n)-competitive, where n denotes the number of jobs. They also showed that for any constant > 0, any O(n 1− )-competitive algorithm requires speed augmentation compared to the offline optimum.
We note that a common approach in obtaining a competitive, resource-augmented scheduling algorithm for flow time and related problems is by first deriving an algorithm that is competitive for the fractional objective [6, 17] . An informal interpretation of the fractional objective is that a job contributes to the objective proportionally to the amount of its remaining work (see Sect. 2 for a formal definition). It is known that any α-speed β-competitive algorithm for fractional GFP can be converted, in "blackbox" fashion, to a (1 + )α-speed 1+ β-competitive algorithm for (integral) GFP, for 0 < ≤ 1 [10] . Fractional objectives are often considered as interesting problems in their own (as in [2] ).
Contribution
We present a framework for the design and analysis of algorithms for generalized flow time problems that is based on primal-dual and dual-fitting techniques. Our proofs are based on intuitive geometric interpretations of the primal/dual objectives; in particular, we do not rely on potential functions. An interesting feature in our primal-dual approach, that differs from previous ones, is that when a new job arrives, we may update the dual variables for jobs that already have been scheduled without affecting the past portion (primal solution) of the schedule. Another important ingredient of our analysis consists in relating, in a direct manner, the primal integral and fractional dual objectives, without passing through the fractional primal. This allows us to bypass the "black-box" transformation of fractional to integral solutions [6, 18] , which has been the canonical approach up to now. As a result, we obtain an improvement to the competitive ratio by a factor of O( 1 ), for (1 + )-speed. In Sect. 3 we begin with an interpretation of HDF as a primal-dual algorithm for total weighted flow time. Our analysis, albeit significantly more complicated than the known combinatorial one [6] , yields insights about more complex problems. One may draw parallels with the successful application of dual fitting in approximation algorithms; for instance, the dual-fitting analysis of set cover that has led to improved algorithms for metric facility location [19] . We also note that our approach differs from [7] (in which the objective is to minimize the sum of energy and weighted flow time), even though the two settings are seemingly similar. More precisely, the relaxation considered in [7] consists only of covering constraints, whereas for minimizing weighted flow time, one has to consider both covering and packing constraints in the primal LP.
In Sects. 4 and 5 we expand the salient ideas behind the above analysis of HDF and derive a framework which is applicable to more complicated objectives. More precisely, we show that HDF is (1 + )-speed 1+ -competitive for GFP with concave functions, improving the
)-competitive analysis of WLAPS [18] , and removing the assumption that g is twice-differentiable. For GFP with general cost functions and jobs of the same density, we show that FIFO is (1 + )-speed 1+ -competitive, which improves again the analysis in [18] by a factor of O( 1 ) in the competitive ratio. For the special case of GFP with equal-density jobs and convex (resp. concave) cost functions we show that FIFO (resp. LIFO) are fractionally optimal, and (1 + )-speed 1+ -competitive for the integral objective. In addition, we apply our framework to the following problems: (i) online GCP: here, we show that HDF is optimal for the fractional objective, and (1 + )-speed 1+ -competitive for the integral one; and (ii) online PSP assuming a matrix B of strictly positive elements: here, we derive an adaptation of HDF which we prove is 1-competitive and which requires resource augmentation max j Last, in Sect. 6 we extend ideas of [16] , using, in addition, the Lagrangian relaxation of a non-convex formulation for the online JDGFT problem. We thus obtain a non-
-competitive algorithm, assuming each function g j is concave and differentiable. Note that this result does not rely on our framework. Table 1 summarizes the results of this paper in comparison to previous work.
Notation Let z be a job that is released at time τ . For a given scheduling algorithm, we denote by P τ the set of pending jobs at time τ (i.e., jobs released up to and including τ but not yet completed), and by C τ max the last completion time among jobs in P τ , assuming no jobs are released after τ . We also define R τ as the set of all jobs released up to and included τ (which may or may not have been completed at τ ) and J τ as the set of all jobs that have been completed up to time τ .
Linear Programming Relaxation
In order to give a linear programming relaxation of GFP, we pass through the corresponding fractional variant of the objective. Formally, let q j (t) be the remaining processing time of job j at time t (in a schedule). The fractional remaining weight of j at time t is defined as w j q j (t)/ p j . The fractional objective of GFP is now defined as j
Note that the fractional objective is a lower bound to the integral one, since
where the last inequality is due to the assumption that g is non-decreasing. An advantage of fractional GFP is that it admits a linear-programming formulation [in fact, the same holds even for the stronger problem JDGFP (see "Appendix")]. Let x j (t) ∈ [0, 1] be a variable that indicates the execution rate of j ∈ J at time t. The primal and dual LPs are: 
Same density
Arbitrary density
(1+ ,
The (α, β) notation describes an algorithm which is α-speed β-competitive. Our contribution (excluding our result on the PSP problem) is shown in bold
In this paper, we avoid the use of the "black-box" transformation (see for example [6, 17] ) from fractional to integral GFP. However, we also consider the fractional objective of GFP as a lower bound for the integral one. Specifically, we will prove the performance of an algorithm by comparing its integral objective to that of a feasible dual solution (D). Note that by weak duality the latter is upper-bounded by the optimal solution of (P), which equals to the optimal solution for fractional GFP and hence it is a lower bound of the optimum solution for integral GFP.
Moreover, we will analyze algorithms that are α-speed β-competitive. In other words, we compare the performance of our algorithm to an offline optimum with speed 1/α (α, β > 1). In turn, the cost of this offline optimum is the objective of a variant of (P) in which constraints (2) are replaced by constraints j∈J x j (t) ≤ 1/α for all t ≥ 0. The corresponding dual is the same as (D), with the only difference that the objective is equal to j∈J λ j p j − 1 α ∞ 0 γ (t)dt. We denote these modified primal and dual LP's by (P α ) and (D α ), respectively. In order to prove that the algorithm is α-speed β-competitive, it will then be sufficient to show that there is a feasible dual solution to (D α ) for which the algorithm's cost is at most β times the objective of the solution.
3 A Primal-Dual Interpretation of HDF for j w j F j In this section we give an alternative statement of HDF as a primal-dual algorithm for the total weighted flow time problem. We consider the primal and dual programs defined in the previous section where the function g is considered to be the identity function, i.e., g(x) = x. We begin with an intuitive understanding of the complementary slackness (CS) conditions. In particular, the primal CS condition states that for a given job j and time t, if x j (t) > 0, i.e., if the algorithm were to execute job j at time t, then it should be that γ (t) = λ j −δ j (t −r j ). We would like then the dual variable γ (t) to be such that we obtain some information about which job to schedule at time t. To this end, for any job j ∈ J , we define the line γ j (t) = λ j − δ j (t − r j ), with domain [r j , ∞). The slope of this line is equal to the negative density of the job, i.e, −δ j . Our algorithm will always choose γ (t) to be equal to max{0, max j∈J :r j ≤t {γ j (t)}} for every t ≥ 0. We say that at time t the line γ j (or the job j) is dominant if γ j (t) = γ (t); informally, γ j is above γ j , for all j = j. We can thus restate the primal CS condition as a dominance condition: if a job j is executed at time t, then γ j must be dominant at t.
(c) Fig. 1 a Depicts the situation right before τ : the two lines γ 1 , γ 2 correspond to two pending jobs prior to the release of z. In addition, γ (t) is the upper envelope of the two lines. b Illustrates the situation after the release of a third job z at time τ = r 3 ; the area of the shaded regions is the dual objective. In (c), the area of the shaded regions is the primal fractional objective for the three jobs of Fig. b We will consider a class of scheduling algorithms, denoted by A, that comply to the following rules: (i) the processor is never idle if there are pending jobs; and (ii) if at time τ a new job z is released, the algorithm will first decide an ordering on the set P τ of all pending jobs at time τ . Then for every t ≥ τ , it schedules all jobs in P τ according to the above ordering, unless a new job arrives after τ .
We now proceed to give a primal-dual algorithm in the class A (which will turn out to be identical to HDF). The algorithm will use the dominance condition so as to decide how to update the dual variables λ j , and, on the primal side, which job to execute at each time. Note that once we define the λ j 's, the lines γ j 's as well as γ (t) are well-defined, as we emphasized earlier. In our scheme we change the primal and dual variables only upon arrival of a new job, say at time τ . We also modify the dual variables for jobs in J τ , i.e., jobs that have already completed in the past (before time τ ) without however affecting the primal variables of the past, so as to comply with the online nature of the problem.
By induction, suppose that the primal-dual algorithm A ∈ A satisfies the dominance condition up to time τ , upon which a new job z arrives. Let q j be the remaining processing time of each job j ∈ P τ at time τ and |P τ | = k. Each j ∈ P τ has a corresponding line γ j , once λ j is defined. To satisfy CS conditions, each line γ j must be defined such that to be dominant for a total period of time at least q j , in [τ, ∞). The crucial observation is that, if a line γ j is dominant at times t 1 , t 2 , it must also be dominant in the entire interval [t 1 , t 2 ]. This implies that for two jobs j 1 , j 2 ∈ P τ , such that j 1 (resp. j 2 ) is dominant at time t 1 (resp. t 2 ), if t 1 < t 2 then the slope of γ j 1 must be smaller than the slope of γ j 2 (i.e., −δ j 1 ≤ −δ j 2 ). We derive that A must make the same decisions as HDF. Consequently, the algorithm A orders the jobs in P τ in non-decreasing order of the slopes of the corresponding lines γ j (note that the slope of the lines is independent of the λ j 's). For every job j ∈ P τ , define C j = τ + j ≺ j q j , where the precedence is according to the above ordering of A. These are the completion times of jobs in P τ in A's schedule, if no new jobs are released after time τ ; so we set the primal variables x j (t) = 1 for all t ∈ (C j−1 , C j ]. Procedure 1 formalizes the choice of λ j for all j ∈ P τ ; intuitively, it ensures that if a job j ∈ P τ is executed at time t > τ then γ j is dominant at t (see Fig. 1 for an illustration).
Procedure 1 Assignment of dual variables λ j for all j ∈ P τ at the arrival of a new job z.
1: Consider the jobs in P τ in increasing order of completion times if no new jobs are released after time τ , i.e.,
We first observe a monotonicity property of λ j 's.
Lemma 1 By Procedure 1, the value of the dual variable λ j , j ∈ P τ , can be only increased after the arrival of a new job z at time τ .
Proof Let λ j and λ j be the value of the dual variable of j before and after the arrival of z, respectively. We consider the following two cases.
Job j is delayed by z.
LetC j be the new completion time of job j. So before the arrival of z, the completion of j was C j − p z . Thus, by Procedure 1, we have that
where γ j is the corresponding line of j before the arrival of z. Thus,
The lemma follows.
The following lemma shows that if no new jobs were to be released after time τ , HDF would guarantee the dominance condition for all times t ≥ τ .
Lemma 2 (future dominance) For λ j 's as defined by Procedure 1, and A ≡ H DF, if job j ∈ P τ is executed at time t ≥ τ , then γ j is dominant at t, assuming that no new jobs are released after time τ .
Proof Suppose that the jobs in P τ are in increasing order of their completion times, i.e., C 1 < C 2 < · · · < C k . In order to prove the lemma, we have to show that
Recall that by the choice of λ j 's, we have that
Since A ≡ H DF, we have that By Lemma 1, Procedure 1 modifies (increases) the λ j variables of all jobs pending at time τ . In turn, this action may violate the dominance condition prior to τ . We thus need a second procedure that will rectify the dominance condition for t ≤ τ .
We consider again the jobs in P τ in increasing order of their completion times, i.e.,
. . , S k . Each set S j is initialized with the job j ∈ P τ , which is called the representative element of S j (we use the same index to denote the set and its representative job). Informally, the set S j will be constructed in such a way that it will contain all jobs a ∈ J τ whose corresponding variable λ a will be increased by the same amount in the procedure. This amount is equal to the increase, say Δ j , of λ j , due to Procedure 1 for the representative job of S j . Figure 2 gives an example of the definition of the above sets. We can also observe that the distance between λ 1 and λ 2 , as well as, between λ 3 and λ 4 remains the same before and after the arrival of the job 5. However, this is not true for jobs of different sets (see for example λ 1 and λ 3 ). We then define Procedure 2 that describes formally the increase in the dual variables for jobs in J τ .
Procedure 2
Updating of dual variables λ j for all jobs j ∈ J τ at the arrival of a new job z.
1: for j = 1 to k do 2: Add j in S j 3: for each job a ∈ J τ in decreasing order of completion times (defined under the assumption that no new jobs are released after time τ ) do 4: Let b be the job such that γ a (C a ) = γ b (C a ) 5: Let S j be the set that contains b 6: Add a in S j 7: for each set S j , 1 ≤ j ≤ k, do 8: Let Δ j be the increase of λ j , due to Procedure 1, for the representative of S j 9: Increase λ a by an amount of Δ j for all a ∈ S j \ { j} Geometrically, the update operation is a vertical translation of the line γ (t) for t < τ. The following lemma ensures that the job b selected in Line 4 of Procedure 2 always exists.
Lemma 3 For each job a ∈ J τ , there is always a job b such that
γ a (C a ) = γ b (C a ) (
except if a is the last completed job of the schedule). Moreover, Procedure 2 adds b to a set S j before treating a.
Proof Let c be the last job arrived before the completion of a, i.e., r c ≤ C a and there is no job c with r c < r c ≤ C a . Note that a may coincide with c. Since a ∈ P r c , there is a job b such that γ a (C a ) = γ b (C a ) as this is defined by Line 4 of Procedure 1, except if a is the last completed job of the schedule (Line 2 of Procedure 1). After this point only Procedure 2 can raise this property. However, Procedure 2 always groups the jobs a and b in the same set, let S j . Since all lines corresponding to jobs in S j are vertically translated by the same quantity, the first part of the lemma follows.
If b ∈ P τ , then the second part of the lemma directly holds. Otherwise, consider again the last job, c, arrived before the completion of a. By the definition of c and the execution of Procedure 1 at time r c , we know that a completes before b and hence it is treated before a by Procedure 2.
The following lemma shows that, if a line γ j was dominant for a time t < τ prior to the arrival of the new job at time τ , then it will remain dominant after the application of Procedures 1 and 2.
Lemma 4 (past dominance) For λ j 's as defined by both Procedures 1 and 2, and
Proof The proof is based on the following three claims.
Claim 1 Let j 1 and j 2 be two jobs in P
Proof of Claim Let z be the job released at time τ , with processing time p z . Consider the following three cases.
Hence, the completion times of both j 1 and j 2 are delayed by p z by HDF. In other words, before the arrival of z the completion times of j 1 and j 2 were C j 1 − p z and C j 2 − p z , respectively. Moreover, the relative orderings of all jobs in P τ \ {z} (as done by the algorithm) is the same before and after the release of z. Thus, by Procedure 1, we have that
, where λ j 1 is the value of the dual variable of j 1 before the arrival of z. Hence,
In this case, Procedure 1 increases both λ j 1 and
as from the HDF algorithm we infer that
The claim follows.
We call a set S j critical if at least one of the following hold: S j contains at least one job in J τ (i.e., S j ∩ J τ = ∅) or its representative job has been partially executed before time τ (i.e., q j (τ ) < p j ). Let ≤ k be the number of critical sets. Let also Q τ ⊆ P τ denote the set of representative jobs of critical subsets; hence |Q τ | = .
Note that job z which is released at time τ does not belong in Q τ .
Claim 2 Let j 1 and j 2 be two jobs in Q
Proof of Claim By way of contradiction, suppose that there are two jobs j 1 and j 2 in Q τ such that C j 1 < C j 2 and r j 1 < r j 2 . Since C j 1 < C j 2 , j 1 has higher density than j 2 . Hence, j 2 has not been scheduled before τ because j 1 is active during [r j 2 , τ ] and it has higher density. Thus, from the definition of Q τ , there is a job a ∈ S j 2 ∩ J τ for which γ a (C a ) = γ j 2 (C a ) and C a < τ. Therefore, at time C a the job j 2 is the pending job with the highest density, which is a contradiction as we assumed that j 1 is already released by time C a and that it has higher density than j 2 .
Let t j be the first time in which a job in the critical set S j begins its execution for
The following lemma shows a structure property of the algorithm schedule.
Claim 3 During interval [t i j , t i j+1 ), only jobs in S j are executed for
1 ≤ j ≤ − 1.
Proof of Claim Consider interval [t i j , t i j+1
) and let a be the job processed at time t i j . If a is still pending at time τ then by definition a is indeed job i j and S i j consists of a singleton job. If a is completed at time C a < τ then by Procedure 2 there exists a job b such that γ b (C a ) = γ a (C a ) and jobs a and b belong to the same representative set. By repeating the same argument for job b inductively, we infer that all jobs executed in interval [t i j , t i j+1 ) belong to the same representative set.
We now continue with the proof of the lemma and we show that at each time t < τ, the dominant job remains the same before and after the application of Procedures 1 and 2. By Procedure 2, the dual variables λ j of all jobs in the same critical set are all increased by the same amount. Moreover, by Claim 3 the jobs in the same critical set are all executed consecutively. Consider two jobs j 1 and j 2 in the same critical set S j . Assume, without loss of generality, that γ j 1 (t) ≥ γ j 1 (t) for time t < τ, where γ j 1 and γ j 2 are the lines of j 1 , j 2 prior to the arrival of z.
. Therefore, it suffices to consider only jobs that belong in different critical sets.
Consider the critical sets in decreasing order of completion times of their representatives, i.e., C 1 > C 2 > · · · > C , and let S j and S j+1 be any pair of consecutive critical sets. Consider also the time t i j+1 < τ as it is defined before Claim 3. Let a ∈ S j be the last job that is executed before t i j+1 and b ∈ S j+1 be the job that is executed at t i j+1 
, that is a and b would belong to the same representative set, which is a contradiction.
Recall that C τ max denotes the completion time of the last pending job in P τ (with the usual assumption that no job arrives after time τ ). The following lemma states that the dual variable γ (t) has been defined in such a way that it is zero for all t > C τ max . This will be required in order to establish that the primal and dual solutions have the same objective value.
Lemma 5 (completion) For λ j 's defined by Procedures 1 and 2, we have that γ (t)
Proof From Lemmas 2 and 4, for every job j ∈ J τ ∪ P τ , it holds that γ j (C τ max ) ≤ γ (C τ max ). By construction we have that γ (C τ max ) = 0, and hence
The proof of the following theorem is based on Lemmas 2, 4 and 5, and it is a simplified case of the proof of Theorem 2 which is given in the next section. We note that the primal and dual objectives have intuitive geometric interpretations, as shown in Fig. 1b, c) . For each job, its contribution to the dual objective is the area of a trapezoid that is exactly the same as the contribution of the job to the primal objective.
Theorem 1 The primal-dual algorithm A ≡ H D F is an optimal online algorithm for the total fractional weighted flow time and a (1 + )-speed
1+ -competitive algorithm for the total (integral) weighted flow time.
A Framework for Primal-Dual Algorithms
Building on the primal-dual analysis of HDF for total weighted flow time, we can abstract the essential properties that we need to satisfy in order to obtain online algorithms for other similar problems. For the problems we consider, the primal solution is generated by an online primal-dual algorithm A ∈ A which may not necessarily be HDF. In addition, each job j will now correspond to a curve γ j (for the total weighted flow time problem, γ j is a line), and we will also have a dual variable γ (t) that will be set equal to max{0, max j∈J :r j ≤t {γ j (t)}} for every t ≥ 0. Finally, the crux is in maintaining dual variables λ j , upon release of a new job z at time τ , such that the following properties are satisfied:
remains dominant at t. In addition, the primal solution (i.e., the algorithm's scheduling decisions) for t < τ does not change due to the release of z.
γ (t) = 0 for all t > C τ max . Essentially properties (P1), (P2) and (P3) reflect that the statements of Lemmas 2, 4 and 5 are not tied exclusively to the total weighted flow time problem.
Theorem 2 Any algorithm that satisfies the properties (P1), (P2) and (P3) with respect to a feasible dual solution is an optimal online algorithm for fractional GFP and a (1 + )-speed
1+ -competitive algorithm for integral GFP.
Proof The feasibility of the dual solution is directly implied by the fact that λ j ≥ 0 (since we only increase these dual variables) and from our definition of γ (t) which implies that the constraints (3) are satisfied and γ (t) ≥ 0. Let C max be the completion time of the last job. We will assume, without loss of generality, that at time t ≤ C max there is at least one pending job in the schedule; otherwise, there are idle times in the schedule and we can apply the same type of analysis for jobs scheduled between consecutive idle periods. We will first show that the primal and the dual objectives are equal. Consider a job j and let
be the time intervals during which j is executed. Note that x j (t) = 1 for every t in these intervals (and x j (t) = 0 for j = j). Hence, the contribution of j to the primal (fractional) objective is
By properties (P1) and (P2), the line γ j is dominant during the same time intervals. Thus, the contribution of job j to the dual is
x j (t)dt = λ j p j . The first part of the theorem follows by summing over all jobs j, and by accounting for the fact that
For the second part of the theorem, consider again the time intervals during which a job j is executed. The contribution of j to the integral objective is r j ) . Therefore, the contribution of j to the integral objective is
Since we consider the speed augmentation case, we will use as lower bound of the optimal solution the dual program that uses a smaller speed as explained in Sect. 2. By properties (P1) and (P2), we have γ (t) = λ j − δ j g(t − r j ) ≤ λ j during the time intervals where the job j is executed. Thus, the contribution of j to the dual objective is at least In what follows in this section, we apply this framework in three different problems.
Online GCP with General Cost Functions
In this section, we consider the fractional GCP and we will show that there is an optimal primal-dual algorithm for it. The following is a linear relaxation of the problem.
The dual program reads
We define γ j (t) = λ j − δg(t), based on the same arguments as in Sect. 3 . In what follows, we use Procedure 3 so to define and update the values of λ j 's for all jobs in R τ , i.e., all jobs that are released up to time τ (completed or not).
Procedure 3 Assignment and updating of λ j 's for the set R τ of all jobs released by time τ when a new job is released.
1: Consider jobs in R τ in increasing order of their completion times if no new jobs are released after time τ , i.e.,
for every job j = k − 1 to 1 do 4: Let j ∈ R τ be the job scheduled right after C j 5: Choose the λ j such that
The following lemma shows that the dominance condition is always satisfied for all jobs in R τ due to Procedure 3.
Lemma 6 For λ j 's as defined by Procedure 3, and algorithm A ≡ H D F, the properties (P1) and (P2) hold.
Proof Consider the jobs in R τ in increasing order of their completion times, i.e., C 1 < C 2 < · · · < C k . Let j and j + 1 be two consecutive jobs in this order. By the choice of dual variables in Procedure 3 for a time t > max{r j , r j+1 } we have
As we follow HDF, we have that δ j+1 − δ j ≤ 0. Since g is a non-decreasing function, if t < C j then γ j (t) ≤ γ j+1 (t), while if t ≥ C j then γ j (t) ≥ γ j+1 (t). In other words, γ j intersects γ j+1 at C j and that is indeed the unique intersection point between the two curves for every j, j + 1. Note that the uniqueness property does not necessarily hold in the settings with flow time objectives, which explains the simplicity of the dual construction for objectives on completion times compared to the ones on flow times. Then, the dominance property follows using the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 2.
Since the claim holds for every j, we deduce that γ j (t) ≥ γ j (t) for every j ∈ R τ and every time t during the execution of job j.
Property (P3) is straightforward from Procedure 3 and hence we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 3 The primal-dual algorithm A ≡ H D F is an optimal algorithm for fractional GCP and a (1 + )-speed
1+ -competitive algorithm for integral GCP.
Online GFP with Convex/Concave Cost Functions and Equal Density Jobs
In this section, we consider GFP with cost function g that is either a convex or a concave non-decreasing function with g(0) = 0. Moreover, we assume that all jobs have the same density, i.e., δ j = δ for each j ∈ J . For both convex and concave cases, we will show that there is an optimal primal-dual algorithm for minimizing the total fractional cost. For convex functions, this algorithm has to be the FIFO policy, whereas for concave functions the optimal algorithm has to be the LIFO policy. For both problems, we define γ j = λ j − δg(t − r j ) [based on the same arguments as in Sect. 3 and the constraints (3)]. In what follows, we use Procedures 1 and 2 so to define and update the values of λ j 's.
Lemma 7 For λ j 's as defined by Procedure 1, property (P1) holds if: (i) g is convex, all jobs have equal density and A ≡ FIFO, (ii) g is concave, all jobs have equal density and A ≡ LIFO.
Proof We will follow the proof of Lemma 2 by showing (4) and (5) . Similarly all jobs have the same density, we obtain
(i) Suppose that g is convex. Since C j < C j+1 and the scheduling algorithm is FIFO, we have that r j ≤ r j+1 . Thus, g(C j − r j ) ≥ g(C j − r j+1 ) and g(t − r j ) ≥ g(t − r j+1 ), since g is non-decreasing. If t ≥ C j , then by convexity it follows that
, and hence (4) holds. If t < C j , then by convexity it holds that g(
and hence (5) holds.
(ii) Suppose that g is concave. Since C j < C j+1 and the scheduling algorithm is LIFO, we have that r j ≥ r j+1 . Thus,
, and hence (4) holds. If t < C j , then by concavity it holds that g(C j − r j ) − g(C j − r j+1 ) ≥ g(t − r j ) − g(t − r j+1 ), and hence (5) holds.
Lemma 8 For λ j 's defined by Procedures 1 and 2, property (P2) holds if (i) g is convex, all jobs have equal density and A ≡ FIFO, (ii) g is concave, all jobs have equal density and A ≡ LIFO.
Proof We rely on the following claim. Recall that P τ denotes the set of the algorithm's pending jobs at the release of z at time τ .
Claim 4 Let j 1 and j 2 be two jobs in P
Proof of Claim (i) Suppose that g is convex and we follow the FIFO policy, then C j 1 < C j 2 < C z , In this case, both γ j 1 and γ j 2 are moved up by
(ii) Suppose that g is concave and we follow the LIFO policy. Then C z < C j 1 < C j 2 .
Hence, the completion times of both j 1 and j 2 are delayed by p z by the algorithm. In other words, before the release of z the completion times of j 1 and j 2 were C j 1 − p z and C j 2 − p z , respectively. Moreover, the relative ordering of all jobs in P τ \{z} (as done by the algorithm) remains the same before and after the release of z. Thus, by Procedure 1, we have
where λ j 1 is the value of the dual variable of j 1 before the release of z. Hence,
since g is concave and by the LIFO algorithm r j 1 ≥ r j 2 .
Note that Claims 2 and 3 also hold for the problems we study in this section. Therefore, by applying the same arguments as in the proof of Lemma 4, and by replacing Claim 1 with Claim 4, we arrive at the same conclusion.
The proof of the following lemma directly follows from Lemmas 7 and 8 as in the linear case.
Lemma 9 For λ j 's as defined by Procedures 1 and 2, the property (P3) holds if (i) g is convex and all jobs have equal density; or (ii) g is concave and all jobs have equal density.
By Lemmas 7, 8 and 9, the properties (P 1 ), (P 2 ) and (P 3 ), respectively, are satisfied, and hence we obtain the following theorem.
Theorem 4 The primal-dual algorithm A ≡ F I F O (resp. A ≡ L I F O) is an optimal online algorithm for fractional GFP and a (1 + )-speed
1+ -competitive algorithm for integral GFP, when we consider convex (reps. concave) cost functions and jobs of equal density.
PSP with Positive Constraint Coefficients
In this section we study the PSP problem (defined formally in Sect. 1), assuming constraints of the form Bx ≤ 1, and b i j > 0 for every i, j. We denote by b j , B j the smallest and largest element of each column of B, respectively, i.e., b j = min i b i j and B j = max i b i j . The primal LP relaxation of the problem, and its dual are as follows:
We begin with the intuition behind the analysis, and how one can exploit the ideas of the analysis of HDF of Sect. 3, in the context of minimum total flow. The essential difference between the two problems is the set of packing constraints that are present in the PSP formulation. This difference manifests itself in the dual with the constraints
In contrast, the dual LP of the minimum total weighted flow time problem has corresponding constraints λ j −γ (t) ≤ δ j (t − r j ). At this point, one would be motivated to define
t), and then view this μ(t) as the variable γ (t) in the dual LP formulation of the minimum total flow problem (and thus one would proceed as in the analysis of HDF). However, a complication arises: it is not clear how to assign the variables γ i (t), for given μ(t).
Because of this, we follow a different way (which will guarantee the feasibility of the γ i (t)'s'): Instead of satisfying the constraint
At an intuitive level, we will satisfy the constraints λ j − μ (t) ≤ δ j (t − r j ), where δ j = δ j /b j and μ (t) and λ j are variables. Using the same scheme as in the setting of linear functions we can construct λ j (so μ j (t)), so that the properties (P1), (P2), (P3) are satisfied. Particularly, if job j is processed at time t then μ j is dominant at t, i.e.,
for every job j and t ≥ r j .
As a last step, we need to translate the above dual variables to the PSP problem. Define λ j = λ j b j for every job j. Let j be the job processed at time t and the constraint i is a tight constraint at time t, i.e., b i j = B j . Set γ i (t) = μ (t) and γ i (t) = 0 for i = i.
Algorithm
The above discussion implies an adaptation of HDF to the PSP problem as follows: At any time t, we schedule job the job j which attains the highest ratio δ j /b j among all pending jobs, at rate x j (t) = 1/B j .
Based on this algorithm, we prove Theorem 5 using similar arguments as for the proof of Theorem 1. Proof We first show the feasibility of the dual solution. For every job j and time t, we have
Theorem 5 For the online PSP problem with constraints
where the last inequality is due to b i j ≥ min i b i j = b j > 0.
We will now bound the integral and fractional primal cost (with unit speed) by the dual cost (with speed b j /B j ). Consider a job j and let
be the time intervals during which j is executed. Note that x j (t) = 1/B j for every t during the intervals (and x j (t) = 0 for j = j). The contribution of job j to the fractional primal objective is
The contribution of j to the integral primal objective is
since the curve λ j − δ j (t −r j ) ≥ 0 for every t during which j is executed, particularly for t = C j (and note that λ j = b j λ j and δ j = b j δ j ).
Assuming that job j is processed on the machine with speed b j /B j , the contribution of job j to the dual is
where the first equality is due to m−1 a=1 t a+1 t a = p j ; the second equality follows by x j (t) = 1/B j and the definitions of dual variables; and the last equality holds by the dominance property. Hence, the contribution of job j to the fractional primal cost and that to the dual one (with speed b j /B j ) are equal. As the latter holds for every job, the first statement follows.
We can bound differently the contribution of j to the dual.
where the first inequality due to λ j /b j = λ j ≥ μ (t) = i γ i (t) for every t during which j is processed; the first equality holds since job j is processed at rate x j (t) = 1/B j ; and the last equality follows x j (t)dt = p j . Therefore, the contribution of job j to the integral primal cost is at most (1 + )/ that to the dual objective. Again, summing over all jobs, the second statement holds.
A Generalized Framework Using Dual-Fitting
In this section we relax certain properties as established in Sect. 4 in order to generalize our framework and apply it to the integral variant of more problems. Our analysis here is based on the dual-fitting paradigm, since the analysis of Sect. 3 provides us with intuition about the geometric interpretation of the primal and dual objectives. We consider, as concrete applications, GFP for given cost functions g. We again associate with each job j the curve γ j and set γ (t) = max{0, max j∈J :r j ≤t {γ j (t)}}. Then, we need to define how to update the dual variables λ j , upon release of a new job z at time τ , such that the following properties are satisfied:
(Q1) If the algorithm A schedules job j at time t ≥ τ then γ j (t) ≥ 0 and λ j ≥ γ j (t) for every other pending job j at time t. (Q2) If the algorithm A schedules job j at time t < τ, then γ j (t) ≥ 0 and λ j ≥ γ j (t) for every other pending job j at time t. In addition, the primal solution for t < τ is not affected by the release of z. (Q3) γ(t) = 0 for all t > C τ max . Note that (Q1) is relaxed with respect to property (P1) of Sect. 4, since it describes a weaker dominance condition. Informally, (Q1) guarantees that for any time t the job that is scheduled at t does not have negative contributions in the dual. On the other hand, property (Q2) is the counterpart of (Q1), for times t < τ (similar to the relation between (P1) and (P2)). Finally, note that even though the relaxed properties do not guarantee anymore the optimality for the fractional objectives, the following theorem (Theorem 6) establishes exactly the same result as Theorem 2 for the integral objectives. This is because in the second part of the proof of Theorem 2 we only require that when j is executed at time t then λ j ≥ γ j (t) for every other pending job j at t, which is in fact guaranteed by properties (Q1) and (Q2).
Theorem 6 Any algorithm that satisfies the properties (Q1), (Q2) and (Q3) with respect to a feasible dual solution is a (1 + )-speed
1+ -competitive algorithm for integral GFP with general cost functions g.
Proof
The feasibility of the dual solution is straightforward. We denote by C max the completion time of the last job. As in the proof of Theorem 2, we can assume, without loss of generality, that at time t ≤ C max there is at least one pending job in the schedule.
Consider now a job j and let
be the time intervals during which j is executed. Note that x j (t) = 1 for every t during the intervals (and x j (t) = 0 for j = j). Hence, the contribution of j to the primal objective is
where the inequality follows from properties (Q1) and (Q2), and specifically due to the constraint that γ j (t) ≥ 0.
From properties (Q1) and (Q2), we have λ j ≥ γ (t) during the same time intervals. Since we assume that the optimal solution uses a speed of 1 1+ , the contribution of job j to the dual objective is at least
In addition, from property (Q3) we have
Summing up over all jobs j, the theorem follows.
Online GFP with General Cost Functions and Equal-Density Jobs
We will analyze the FIFO algorithm using dual fitting. We will use a single procedure, namely Procedure 4, for the assignment of the λ j variables for each job j released by time τ . We denote this set of jobs by R τ , and k = |R τ |.
Procedure 4 Assignment and updating of λ j 's for the set R τ of all jobs released by time τ when a new job is released.
1: Consider jobs in R τ in increasing order of completion times if no new jobs are released after time τ , i.e.,
Choose λ j such that γ j (C j ) = 0
We will need first the following simple proposition:
Proposition 1 Let i, j ∈ J be two jobs such that r i ≤ r j and suppose that there is a time t 0 ≥ r j such that
Proof By the statement of the proposition we have that λ i −δg(t 0 −r i ) ≥ λ j −δg(t 0 − r j ). Since the function g is non-decreasing and r i ≤ r j , it must be that λ i ≥ λ j .
The following lemma is instrumental in establishing the desired properties.
Lemma 10 For every job j in R
Proof Consider the jobs in R τ in increasing order of completion times. We will prove the lemma by considering two cases: for jobs i < j, and for jobs i > j (according to the above ordering). In both cases we apply induction on i. Case 1: i ≤ j. For base case i = j, the inequality becomes λ j ≥ γ j (C j−1 ) which trivially holds since λ j ≥ γ j (t) for all t.
For the induction step, suppose that the lemma is true for a job i < j, that is λ j ≥ γ i (C j−1 ). Recall that job i − 1 ∈ R τ is the last job that is completed before i. If λ i−1 had not been set in line 6 of Procedure 4 then it has been set in line 4 of the procedure; thus, from the induction hypothesis,
where the last inequality is due to the fact that γ i−1 is a non-increasing function. Case 2: i ≥ j. We will show the stronger claim that λ j ≥ λ i for every i ≥ j. This suffices since λ i ≥ γ i (t) for every t. The base case in the induction, namely the case i = j is trivial.
Assume that the claim is true for a job i > j, that is λ j ≥ λ i . We need to show that λ j ≥ γ i+1 (C j−1 ). If λ i is not set in line 6 of Procedure 4 (and thus set in line 4 instead), then there is time t 0 such that γ i (t 0 ) = γ i+1 (t 0 ) by the maximality in the choice λ j . On the other hand, if λ i is set in line 6 of Procedure 4 then there is at least one time t 1 , with C j ≤ t 1 ≤ t 0 such that γ i (t 1 ) ≥ γ i+1 (t 1 ). In both cases, from Proposition 1 we deduce that λ i ≥ λ i+1 . Moreover, λ i ≤ λ j by the induction hypothesis. The claim follows.
Lemma 11 Procedure 4 satisfies properties (Q1), (Q2) and (Q3).
Proof From Lemma 10 it follows that properties (Q1) and (Q2) are satisfied. More precisely, observe that by line 6 of Procedure 4 we have γ j (t) ≥ 0 for any t ≤ C j . It remains to show that for any time t at which a job j is executed, we have λ j ≥ γ (t) = max i∈J γ i (t). Since g is non-decreasing, it follows that γ j (t) is non-increasing, hence it suffices to show the above only for t = C j−1 ; this is indeed established by Lemma 10.
Moreover, concerning property (Q3), we observe that for all jobs j ∈ R τ for which λ j is set in line 6 of Procedure 4, the property follows straightforwardly. For all remaining jobs in R τ , the property holds using the same arguments as in Lemma 5 for the minimum flow time problem.
The above lemma in conjunction with Theorem 6 lead to the following result.
Theorem 7 FIFO is a (1 + )-speed
1+ -competitive for integral GFP with general cost functions and equal-density jobs.
Online GFP with Concave Cost Functions
We will analyze the HDF algorithm using dual fitting. As in Sect. 3, we will employ two procedures for maintaining the dual variables λ j . The first one is Procedure 5 which updates the λ j 's for j ∈ P τ . The second procedure updates the λ j 's for j ∈ J τ ; this procedure is identical to Procedure 2 of Sect. 3.
The intuition behind Procedure 5 is to ensure property (Q1) that is, γ j (t) ≥ 0 and λ j ≥ γ j (t) for all j ∈ P τ , which in some sense is the "hard" property to maintain. Specifically, for given job j there is a set of jobs A (initialized in line 4) for which the property does not hold. The while loop in the procedure decreases the λ values of jobs in A so as to rectify this situation [see line 6(ii) ]. However, this decrement may, in turn, invalidate this property for some jobs b [see line 6(i)]. These jobs are then added in the set of "problematic" jobs A and we continue until no problematic jobs are left. One can formally argue that this procedure terminates.
Procedure 5 Assignment of dual variables λ j for all j ∈ P τ at the arrival of a new job.
Continuously reduce λ a by the same amount for all jobs a ∈ A until:
We will first need to show the following technical lemma:
Proof By assumption, we have
, it will suffice to show that
Note that g is concave and g(0) = 0 so g is sub-additive (sub-linear). Therefore, the right-hand side is upper bounded by δ b g(t 0 − r a ), which is at most the left-hand side.
The following lemma is related to Procedure 5, which rectifies property (Q1) iteratively. It is not hard to see that this procedure terminates, since whenever a job a is added to the set A, then λ a is decreased. Note that a job may be added and removed several times however, λ a cannot be smaller than zero.
Lemma 13 At the end of the for-loop for job j (line 3) of Procedure 5:
Proof (i) Proof by induction on j. For the base case ( j = 1) note that in line 2 of the procedure, γ j (C k ) = 0 for every j ∈ P τ ; hence from Lemma 12 the base case is satisfied. Suppose that the claim holds at the end of the for-loop for job j − 1; we will call this for-loop the iteration for job j − 1. Consider the iteration of job j. Suppose that during this iteration, λ a has decreased more than λ b has, since otherwise the claim follows directly from the induction hypothesis. This implies that at some moment during the execution of the while loop, a ∈ A and b / ∈ A. At that moment, we deduce that γ b (C j−1 ) ≤ λ j < γ a (C j−1 ). However, by line 6(ii), λ a stops decreasing at the point in which λ j = γ a (C j−1 ) . Therefore, at the end of the iteration of job j,
(ii) The proof is again by induction on j. The base case, j = 1, holds since no other jobs in P τ have higher density than job 1. Assume that the statement holds at the end of the for-loop for job j − 1. During the iteration of the for-loop for job j, a set A contains jobs a < j such that λ j < γ a (C j−1 ). By the procedure, λ a for every a ∈ A is decreased until λ j = γ a (C j−1 ). So at the end of the iteration, λ j ≥ γ a (C j−1 ) for every a < j. It remains to show that at the end of the iteration, λ a ≥ γ b (C a−1 ) for jobs b < a < j. Let b < a < j be two arbitrary jobs. By the induction hypothesis, λ a ≥ γ b (C a−1 ) holds before the iteration. During the iteration, if λ a is not modified then the inequality remains true (since λ b is not increased). Otherwise, a must be added to A at some moment. As λ a is decreased so probably at some later moment λ a = γ b (C a−1 ). However, job b will be added to A and the λ-values of both jobs will be decreased by the same amount. Therefore, at the end of the iteration λ a ≥ γ b (C a−1 ) (the induction step is done).
Lemma 14 Procedures 5 and 2 combined satisfy properties (Q1),(Q2) and (Q3).
Proof We will first show that at the end of Procedure 5 the dual solution satisfies property (Q1). From Lemma 13, given j ∈ P τ , we have λ j ≥ γ a (t) for every job a ∈ P τ and for every time
Note that subsequently λ j may be decreased; however, we will argue that γ j (C j ) ≥ 0. Job j may be added in A in either line 2 or in line 6(i) of the procedure, thus λ j may be decreased only if there is a job j > j such that λ j < γ j (C j −1 ). Since C j −1 ≥ C j and γ j (t) is a decreasing in t we have that λ j < γ j (C j ). Moreover, λ j will continue decreasing until λ j = γ j (C j −1 ) (line 6(ii)). Note that λ j may be decreased in many iterations and thus the condition λ j = γ j (C j −1 ) may hold for more than one job j ; let j * denote the job of the last iteration for which λ j * = γ j (C j * −1 ). Since λ j * ≥ 0 we obtain γ j (C j ) ≥ λ j * ≥ 0. Hence we showed that at the end of Procedure 5 the dual solution satisfies property (Q1).
Moreover, property (Q2) is a relaxed variant of (P2), therefore Procedure 2 guarantees (Q2). In addition, Procedures 5 and 2 satisfy (Q3), using very similar arguments as in the proof of Lemma 5.
Theorem 8 HDF is a (1 + )-speed
1+ -competitive for integral GFP with concave cost functions.
Online JDGFP with Differentiable Concave Cost Functions
We consider the online JDGFP, assuming that for each job j, the cost function g j is concave and differentiable. Instead of analyzing the fractional objectives and rounding to integral ones (as in previous sections), we study directly the integral objective by considering a non-convex relaxation. Let x j (t) be the variable indicating the execution rate of job j at time t. Let C j be the variable representing the completion time of job j. We have the following non-convex relaxation:
By associating the dual variables λ j and γ (t) with the first and second constraints respectively, we obtain the Lagrangian dual program
Next, we describe the algorithm and its analysis, which is inspired by [15, 16] . (t) a j w a g a (t − r a ) + w j g j (t − r j ) a≺ j ν a (t) dt, where C j is the completion time of job j. In the following we will bound the total cost of the algorithm by the Lagrangian dual value. Let F denote the total cost of the algorithm. We will use the definitions of the dual variables to derive first some essential properties (Lemmas 15 and 16).
Proof We first show that (k + 1) j λ j p j = F. Consider the term w j g j (t − r j ) in the sum (k + 1) j λ j p j for r j ≤ t ≤ C j . The coefficient of this term in the sum is equal to a≺ j ν a (t) + a j ν a (t) = 1. Therefore, 
Proof
The proof is by the same scheme as in [16] . We nevertheless present a complete proof, which follows from the following two claims, namely Claim 5 and Claim 6. 
where the first inequality is due to the convexity of z k and the second inequality follows from the fact that G j (t) is non-increasing in t. Hence, the claim follows.
The proof of the lemma follows by the above two claims.
Theorem 9
The algorithm is (1 + )-speed 
t) G(t) k dt
The first inequality is due to γ (t) = 0 for every t and t ≤ C j in the integral term corresponding to j so g j (t −r j ) ≤ g j (C j −r j ) for every job j. The second inequality holds by Lemma 16. In the resource augmentation model, the offline optimum has a machine of speed 1 1+ , i.e., j x j (t) ≤ 1 1+ (while the algorithm has unit-speed machine). Recall that k = 2/ . Therefore, the Lagrangian dual is at least
The algorithm has cost F so the theorem follows.
Conclusion
In this work we applied primal-dual and dual-fitting techniques in the analysis of online algorithms for generalized flow-time scheduling problems. This approach yields proofs that are derived from duality principles, unlike previous approaches that are predominantly based on potential functions. More importantly, we showed how to exploit duality in order to bypass a canonical rounding of fractional solutions that has been, up to now, a standard tool in the area of online scheduling. As a result, we obtained, at least for some objective functions, improved competitive ratios.
A promising direction for future work is to apply our framework to non-clairvoyant problems. It would be very interesting to obtain a primal-dual analysis of Shortest Elapsed Time First (SETF) which is is known to be scalable [20] ; moreover, this algorithm has been analyzed in [10] in the context of the online GFP with convex/concave cost functions. We believe that one can use duality to argue that SETF is the nonclairvoyant counterpart of HDF; more precisely, we believe that one can derive SETF as a primal-dual algorithm in a similar manner as the discussion of HDF in Sect. 3. A more challenging task is to bound the primal and dual objectives, which appears to be substantially harder than in the clairvoyant setting. A further open question is extending the results of this paper to multiple machines; here, one potentially needs to define the dual variable γ (t) with respect to as many curves per job as machines. Last, it would be very interesting to extend the framework in order to allow for algorithms that are not necessarily scalable. To this direction, one needs to further relax the conditions of the proposed framework, so as to exploit the speed augmentation and remedy the problematic situations in which primal job contributions correspond to a negative contribution in the dual.
